To the Perspective Clients of Synergy Engineers:
Hans Nelson and his team of engineers are our First Choice of engineering firms. For over seven
(7) years, his team has provided a consistent and high level of service and performance that
continues to be the standard in which other engineering firms are measured. The value they
bring to our projects is directly tied to their depth of experience, service capabilities and greatly
reduces design coordination issues, constructability concerns, and ultimately delivers a building
that performs at or above the expectations of our building Owners.
With each new project, his team demonstrates they are leaders in their industry. Whether we
are involved in a healthcare project or an office building, the Synergy Team is utilizing the latest
technology tools to meet or exceed energy standards and are constantly pushing the envelope
in terms of design engineering and building performance. This is what our clients expect and
why we use Synergy Engineering.
Whether the project is being designed to meet specific energy standards or various levels of
LEED Certification, we can count on Synergy to meet those goals. Their experience with energy
efficient engineering design, energy standards, and LEED® requirements set them apart. This,
coupled with outstanding follow through with commissioning capabilities ensures our clients
that the building will perform at the optimal energy efficiency level.
Hans Nelson and his team are a pleasure to work with. It is obvious to us that they enjoy what
they do and they meet every challenge we present to them with enthusiasm, energy, and a real
commitment to the project and the client. Their attention to detail and design processes allows
for seamless integration between disciplines from design through construction and
commissioning. The culture of their organization is progressive, forward thinking, and cutting
edge. Whenever we have a building project that requires real innovative thinking and solutions,
Synergy Engineers is who we call.
Without reservation, we recommend Synergy Engineers and encourage you to consider there
engineering team for your next project.
Sincerely,

Albert A Goudreau AIA, NCARB, LEED®AP
President
Goudreau & Associates, Inc

